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Susanna Lindeborg kb, electronics
Ove Johansson tenorsax, EWI, electronics
Thomas Fanto bass, electronics
Michael Andersson drums, perc, electronics

This is a sudden meeting with four musicians from the westcoast of Sweden. The musicians were collaborating on and off in the 80th, but has had
separate careers since then. Now a sudden meeting again several years later led to find that a lot has happened - a lot of new ideas and sounds have
emerged, each one has developed new skills - and some very interesting music came to birth.
The meeting was recorded - three sessions, which were totally improvised - and led to this doubleCD, which features the three sessions as a whole, but
divided into shorter chapters. Best is to listen to one session after the other as a whole, but could be enjoyed as shorter parts as well.
Susanna Lindeborg and Ove Johansson are mostly known from their international career both in Europe, North and South America and China with
the group MWENDO DAWA. They also form a duo, do solo performances and are a part of the group Natural Artefacts. All of these with several
interesting CD releases.
www.lj-records.se/susanna.html
www.lj-records.se/ove.html
www.lj-records.se/mwendo.html
www.youtube.com/artelljay
Previous recordings:
www.youtube.com/user/MwendoDawaClassic
Thomas Fanto with mother from Gothenburg and father from Vienna. Very skillfull electric bass player, in the beginning also a member of MWENDO
DAWA. Being part of different groups and the last years he has made two albums with his own compositions.
www.fanto.se
Michael Andersson has an education from the classical world. He has also studied percussion in Africa, West India and Bali. Michael is a freelancer on
drums and percussion in small groups as well as in big shows on Göteborgs Operan. micketrumma@gmail.se
Phone +46 19 20 68 60
http://naxosdirect.se/labels/lj-records-420
www.classicsonline.com/LJ_Records/
www.naxosmusiclibrary.com
kundtjanst@naxos.se
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